The purpose of this paper is to systematize the practical experience of the state protectionism in shipping industry at the current stage of its development. The reasons of protectionism in maritime transport are considered and the analysis of the world fleet ownership and flags of registration is conducted. The comparative analysis of the Dutch and Norwegian tonnage tax regimes and other current tax incentives in the different countries is made. The advantages and shortcomings of protectionist measures in shipping industry from the macroeconomic and microeconomic points of view are analysed.
INTRODUCTION
The shipping industry serving foreign trade has a strategic importance for economy; in 2017, it occupied more than 80% in the world regarding volume of transportation and more than 70% for cost [1] . High capital value of vessels and volatility of freight rates lead to financial difficulties for the ship owners during periods of low conjuncture of the freight markets.
During the different historical periods, the developed and developing countries used various methods of the state protectionism in shipping industry. Taking into account the changes of approaches to the state protectionism, features and volumes of their application in different countries, emergence of new measures, studying of the current tendencies of protectionism in shipping, detection of pros and cons of their application, improvement of classification of protectionist methods in shipping industry are important and actual.
LITERATURE REVIEW
Most of the authors researched protectionist measures in the sphere of trade and their influence on shipping industry. The protectionist measures used in the 1980s and their influence on the international shipping are considered in the book by A. Odeke [2] . The tendency of trade and services liberalization in 1970-1980 on the basis of the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT) and the main directions of using the indirect protectionist measures by the developed European countries are considered in the article by G.N. Yannopoulos [3] . The barriers to trade in maritime transport services and regulatory framework of the World Trade Organisation (WTO) and the General Agreement on trade in services (GATS) were researched in the paper of B. Parameswaran [4] .
In the article by A. Kirk [5] , a growth of the use of the protectionist measures in the trade by the different countries after financial crisis of 2008-2009 is considered. It is specified that 60 countries use 90 V. Zhykharieva, L. Shyriaieva, O. Vlasenko more than 7000 measures directed to protection of foreign trade. A significant amount of the protectionist measures is used by the United States, India, Argentina, Russian Federation, Japan, the United Kingdom, Germany, Italy, France and Poland. It is shown in [6] that shipping companies of the EU faced growth of protectionism in many parts of the world, at the same time, the foreign shipping policy of the EU has to be aimed at the development of the global open markets and providing equal conditions of access to sea transport services.
In the publications of Ukrainian authors' approaches of systematization, the protectionist measures in shipping industry are proposed [7] [8] [9] . In the papers of N.T. Primachov and A.N. Primachov [7] , V. Chekalovets and L. Rogen [8] , the state entrepreneurship and various methods of legal regulation of shipping are referred to administrative-legal protectionist methods. In the monograph by O.M. Kotlubay [9] , administrative and credit-financial protectionist methods in shipping are allocated.
A number of publications are devoted to certain protectionist methods in shipping industry. In the article by W. Murray [10] , modern aspects of the use of the Merchant Marine Act of 1920, known as the Jones Act, regulating U.S. domestic transportation, are considered. In the paper of I.A. Rusinov, I.A. Gavrilova and A.G. Nelogov [11] , the purposes and the principles of the United Nations Convention on a Code of Conduct for Liner Conferences are considered. In the article by M. Kalouptsidi [12] , models of governmental subsidizing of world shipbuilding industry, allowing decrease in shipbuilding expenses, are developed. In the paper of D. Pupavac, L. Krpan and R. Marsanic [13] , it is shown that subsidies in maritime transport make sense only in condition of improvement of the quality of transport services.
AIMS
The article aims to systematize practical experience of state protectionism in shipping industry at the current stage of its development, to improve the classification of protectionist measures in shipping, to allocate the main trends of the state protectionism in shipping, and to analyse the reasons, advantages and disadvantages of the state protectionism in maritime industry from macroeconomic and microeconomic points of view.
METHODS
The methodological basis of the research are as follows: system approach, economic regularities, general provisions of maritime economics, the principles of shipping management, scientific works of the leading scientists and experts in the field of maritime economics. During the research, scientific theoretical and empirical methods were used: analysis and synthesis of results and retrospective, logic and analytical methods, method of statistical information processing.
GENERALIZATION OF THE MAIN STATEMENTS AND DISCUSSION
A broad application of protectionist measures in the world shipping industry is connected with the aspiration of governments to develop the national fleets, to ensure economic security, as well as with using «flags of convenience» by ship owners at registration of vessels in offshore jurisdictions and the low level of profitability of the shipping business connected with a high shipbuilding value and capital costs, and a very high level of competition and volatility in the international freight markets. This statement is confirmed by the following statistical data.
In 2017, more than 70% of the tonnage of the world commercial fleet was registered under the flags that differed from flags of the fleet ownership countries [1] . The rating of 20 countries, which were the largest ship owners in 2016-2017, the growth rates of the general deadweight and the tonnage registered under foreign flags, calculated on the basis of data [1] , are presented in tab. 1. Apparently, from the submitted data, the majority of the countries have a significant share of the tonnage under foreign flags. The greatest growth rate of this indicator in the analyzed period is shown by the Russian Federation, Singapore and Switzerland. Besides, in the majority of the countries, the growth rate of the deadweight tonnage under foreign flags exceeds the growth rate of the total tonnage.
Growth rates of the fleet by flags registration, defined using the data [1] , are presented in tab. 2. In this rating, such typical offshore jurisdictions as Panama, Liberia and the Marshall Islands are in the lead, and the tonnage of the registered fleet continued to grow in 2016-2017. The significant tonnage is registered under the flags of traditional maritime nations -China, Greece, the United Kingdom, Japan and Norway.The financial results of the three global container carriers in 2016-2017, defined on the basis of data [14] [15] [16] , are shown in tab. 3. In 2017, A.P Moller -Maersk took the first place among container operators, CMA CGM took the third place and Hapag-Lloyd took the fifth place [1] . Data of tab. 3 demonstrate the low level of EBITDA margin on the considered companies, which did not exceed 92 V. Zhykharieva, L. Shyriaieva, O. Vlasenko 11.4% in 2016-2017, besides these companies had losses, and profits significantly fluctuated with years. For direct methods of the state protectionism in shipping industry, it is necessary to carry the measures that are directly limiting the competition in the market of sea transport services. The leader in use of direct measures of protectionism in shipping is the United States. There are bilateral agreements with the countries exporting commodities to the United States, according to which, these transportations have to be made by vessels under the U.S. flag [4, 17] . Transportation within military orders and government programs are legislatively reserved to the U.S. fleet; the quantity (percent) of cargo required to be carried on U.S. flag vessels is 100% for military cargo (governed by Military Cargo Preference Act of 1904); 100% for Export Import Bank (governed by Public Resolution 17); at least 50% for Civilian Agencies cargo and 50% for agricultural cargoes (governed by Cargo Preference Act of 1954) [18] . Despite a decrease in application of cargo reservation in the world in recent years, cargo preferences were applied in some countries of Africa, Asia and Latin America [4] .
The UNCTAD Code of Conduct for Liner Conferences [19] , defining shares of national carriers, is an example of the multilateral agreement between the countries. The principle enshrined in the Code (principle 40:40:20) comes down to the fact that the group of national shipping lines of each of two countries has the equal rights for participation in transportation on a freight and quantity of the cargoes Current trends of protectionism in shipping industry 93 relating to their mutual foreign trade, which are carried out by a conference. Shipping lines of the third countries that participate in the conference can receive 20% of the transportation concerning this trade on a freight and quantity of cargo. In the majority of countries, domestic transportation is legislatively assigned to the fleet under national flag within public policy of protectionism that limits the competition from foreign carriers and gives a guaranteed cargo base to national shipping companies. A classic example is the Jones Act [20] adopted in the United States in 1920. The law establishes that shipping of cargo between the U.S. ports should be carried out by the vessels built in the United States, at least for 75% belonging to U.S. citizens, operating under the U.S. flag with the crew of U.S. citizens. In recent years, the monopoly position of the American carriers leads to an increase of capital and operational costs of ship owners, growth of transport tariffs and consumer expenses, causes damage to economy of the United States, and has negative effect on economies of Alaska, Hawaii and Puerto Rico [10, 21] .
The Russian Federation since 2018 has imposed a ban on transportation by vessels under foreign flags across the Northern Sea Route of oil, natural gas, gas condensate and coal extracted in the territory of the Russian Federation and in the territory that is under its jurisdiction [22] . Icebreaking and pilot vessels, the coastal fleet and vessels for shelf resource researches also have to be under the Russian flag. The purpose is receipt in the budget of the Russian Federation of revenues from transportation of the Russian cargo. Also, Russian shipbuilding enterprises can receive benefit from these measures.
One more example is the restriction of export of liquid palm oil and coal by the vessels controlled by the Indonesian carriers, entered in 2018 by the Ministry of Trade of the Republic of Indonesia [23] .
Thus, the direct methods of protectionism, applied today in the shipping industry, include the following:
• bilateral and multilateral agreements in the sphere of shipping between the countries;
• cargo reservation on transportation of domestic cargo for vessels under national flags;
• cargo reservation on transportation within state programs (strategic cargo, military cargo, food and others) to the national fleet. Despite application of direct measures of protectionism in the certain countries, taking into account the high level of competition in the market of sea transport services and requirements of the GATT, the WTO and The Organization for Co-operation and Development (OECD), in the conditions of trade and shipping liberalization, time of direct measures of the state protectionism has passed. Efforts of the majority of developed countries are directed to increase the competitiveness of national transport. The adjustment policy of the EU shipping is based on openness of the global markets and equal access for all participants to the market of sea transport services, at the same time, the EU countries do not refuse indirect methods of protectionism concerning shipping industry.
The international ship registers in the majority of the countries provide the ship owners with different types of the tax benefits including the alternative system of taxation -the tonnage tax regime. The application of the tonnage tax in developed countries since the 1990s is connected with the outflow of 94 V. Zhykharieva, L. Shyriaieva, O. Vlasenko the fleet under «flags of convenience». The tonnage tax regimes are applied in Greece, the Netherlands. Germany, Belgium, Denmark, Italy, France, Norway, the United Kingdom, Finland, Poland, China, Japan, India and others countries including a number of offshore jurisdictions. The schemes of the tonnage tax have the different forms in various countries.
Results of comparative analysis of Dutch tonnage tax regime [24] and Norwegian Special Tax System for the Shipping [25] are represented in tab. 4. Operating of transport ships, owned or chartered (passenger and cargo ships, cable-laying vessels and others), support vessels in petroleum activities, ancillary activities are closely connected to the transport activities (loading, unloading and storage of goods, leasing out of containers, sale of goods and services for consumption on board and others). Duration of application of the taxation scheme 10 years, then it is possible to continue to use the tonnage tax or to return to the usual corporate tax system. It can be cancelled earlier.
1 year or more (from 1 January 2018 until 31 December 2027).
Method of calculation
The tonnage tax is based on NT and determined by five size groups.
The tonnage tax is based on NT and determined by four size groups. In 0-1 000 NT interval, the tonnage will be rounded to the nearest 100 NT. Tonnage exceeding 1 000 NT will be rounded to the nearest 1 000 NT. Flag Ship should be registered in one of the EU Member State (exceptions are available for ships under «third flag» that will join an existing fleet).
Ship should be registered in one of the European Economic Area (EEA) Member States.
Legal features A shipping company must carry out commercial and technical ship management of a vessel that it owns and co-owns in the Netherlands, except ships chartered out on bareboat charter or held under bareboat charter.
A company must own either a ship or shares or interests in limited liability companies, partnerships or controlled foreign corporations that own ships. A company can perform full management. Vessels may be operated under voyage charter, time charter or bareboat charter.
The Dutch tonnage tax regime is the most widespread tonnage tax scheme. In this model, a taxation subject is not the real profit of shipping company, but the settlement size of profit will be defined by multiplication of the net tonnage of vessels of the company by the standard size of daily profit per ton established by the legislation [24] . Such settlement profit for one or several vessels is assessed on the established corporate tax rate. The Dutch regime can be used for the vessels that are operating in the international transportation, dredging and other kinds of activity, and can be applied for ten years. At the same time, the shipping company has to be registered in the Netherlands. There is no requirement about registration of vessels under the Netherlands flag, but vessels have to be registered under the flag of the EU Member State [24] . The method of the accelerated tax depreciation and reduction of wage tax cannot be applied under the condition of the choice of the tonnage tax regime.
The Norwegian Special Tax System for Shipping assumes calculation of a tax on the basis of a uniform rate depending on the NT of vessels [25] . The tonnage tax may be reduced up to 25% based on the environmental rating of the vessel. The tonnage tax scheme can be applied by private and public limited companies carrying out shipping activities. Vessels can also be held through domestic or foreign partnership and controlled by foreign corporations based in low tax countries; a company has to own a vessel or shares or interests in companies, partnerships or controlled by a foreign corporation that owns such a ship [25] . In the Norwegian system, there are no entry and exit barriers, unlike the Dutch tonnage tax regime.
One of the most widespread methods of indirect protectionism is the accelerated tax depreciation for vessels. The accelerated tax depreciation provides write-off of the most parts of a vessel value in the first years of operation. The value of fixed capital that is subject to depreciation can be equal to the sum of initial expenses or is reduced by the sum that can be received on the delivery of the vessel on demolition. For example, the Netherlands shipping companies, at the choice of the corporate tax, can use the accelerated tax depreciation with the maximum annual rate of 20% of the estimated residual value of vessel. However, if a profit is not enough for a depreciation sum covering, then the part that was not utilized can be carried forward to the subsequent year [24] . In Norway the rate of depreciation of 14% a year of book value is applied to the vessels [26] .
In tab. 5, on the basis of data [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] , the different types of tax incentives used in activity of shipping companies in the different countries are generalized. Fixed profit is determined by 4 size groups. Commercial or strategic management has to be carried out in the UK. There is no specific requirement for vessels in the regime to be UK or EU flagged. The company has to use the system for at least 10 years. Methods of credit and financial regulation also include subsidizing of ship owners and shipbuilders and preferential crediting. Different types of subsidies to shipping industry were provided in China, South Korea, Taiwan and other countries in recent years [30] . Chinese ship owners received subsidies on scrap of Chinese-flagged vessels at Chinese demolition shipyards and ship building on Chinese shipyards. Shipbuilding subsidies to shipping companies and the subsidies directed to stimulation of vessels demolition are the most widespread. An example of preferential crediting is the Norwegian new financing scheme for building of vessels for coastal shipping, which was entered in 2018. The scheme assumes granting export credits to shipping companies and shipbuilding enterprises under guarantees of the Norwegian Guarantee Institute for Export Credits (GIEC); the value of the guarantee is limited in NOK 10 billion [31] .
In fig. 1 , the classification of indirect methods of credit and financial regulation in shipping industry is presented. The classification is specified by allocation of various types of tax incentives, subsidizing and preferential crediting.
Application of various measures of the state protectionism in shipping industry is characterized by certain advantages and shortcomings. Pros and cons of direct protectionist measures should be considered both from the macroeconomic point of view and from the point of view of shipping companies. From the point of view of ship owners, the advantages are as follows: restriction of the competition and simplification of access to cargo base. From the macroeconomic point of view, the benefit is development of national shipping industry, increase in receipts in the government budget from operation of vessels under national flag and activity of shipbuilding enterprises as well as additional demand for manpower. Taking into account a difference in the cost of manpower in the developed and developing countries, it is necessary to refer to shortcomings in macroeconomic aspect: the growth of transport tariffs is due to increase in capital expenses of ship owners on shipbuilding on shipyards of the countries with the high cost of a manpower and operational costs of the ship owners using national crews. As a result of growth of freight rates, the cost of the goods transported by the sea increases, negatively affecting consumers of these goods. In connection with considerable negative impact of restriction of the competition on cost of the transported goods and development of the coasting fleet, many countries, including the United Kingdom, Australia and China, refused similar direct measures of the state protectionism.
Obvious advantage of application of indirect measures of protectionism in microeconomic aspect is a decrease in tax payments and a possibility of accumulation of money for investment into the new fleet, modernization and renovation. According to the ship owners, the advantages of the tonnage tax are as follows: the possibility of decrease in tax expenses; use of the fixed rates that allow to predict a size of tax payments easily; encouragement of development of shipping business as the companies using the tonnage tax systems have to operate with vessels; introduction of the tonnage tax, which contributes to the development of investment activities of shipping companies and allows accumulating money for reproduction of fixed assets. From the macroeconomic point of view, the main advantage consists of a possibility of return of vessels under national flag and the corresponding monetary receipts in the government budget. The negative side of application of indirect measures of the state protectionism in macroeconomic aspect includes violation of equal conditions of the competition between shipping companies of the different countries and moving of the fleet belonging to ship owners from the countries, which are not applying similar measures, under the «flags of convenience».
CONCLUSIONS
Application of protectionist measures in shipping industry is caused by low profitability of business, high level of competition and volatility in the international freight markets, the continuing outflow of vessels in offshore jurisdictions and the aspiration of governments to develop of national fleets, to ensure economic security.
The results of the research study are characterized by the following elements of scientific novelty. The classification of protectionist measures in shipping industry is improved by specification of the structure of indirect methods, which include the following: various tax incentives that incorporate alternative taxation systems at registration of fleet in the international ship registers, accelerated tax depreciation of vessel value, delay of the tax obligations, capital gains tax exemption, corporate tax exemption and VAT exemption, tax allowances, preferential income taxation of shareholders of shipowning companies, creation of specialized reserve funds for replenishment and modernization of the fleet for tax exemption of a part of revenue; subsidizing of new buildings, modernization, acquisition and demolition of vessels; and preferential crediting. The scientific representation about state protectionism in shipping industry gained further development by systematization of practical experience of application of direct and indirect measures in shipping and allocation of the main trends of protectionism:
• prevalence of indirect measures of protectionism over direct methods in connection with the policy of trade and shipping liberalization in the majority of developed countries of the world; • expansion of the practice of direct measures of protectionism, in recent years, such as cargo reservation on transportation of domestic and export-import cargo for vessels under national flags and fixing to the national fleet of the cargo transported within state programs; • dissemination of the tonnage tax regimes and other alternative taxation systems at registration of vessels in international ship registers for fight against outflow of national fleets in offshore jurisdictions in developed countries; • application of tax incentives for shipping companies in a number of developed countries; at the same time, in the majority of the countries, the specified tax concessions are applied at the choice of payment of the corporate tax by ship owners and do not work for the tonnage tax regime; • application of various types of state subsidizing and preferential crediting for stimulation of national fleet modernization and development in developed and developing countries. The main advantages of protective measures according to the ship owners are as follows: simplification of access to cargo, possibility of maximizing revenue, reductions of tax expenses, capital costs and growth of investments into renewal of the fleet. From the macroeconomic point of view, development of national shipping industry, increase in receipts in the government budget and demand for manpower are important factors. Among the main disadvantages of protectionist measures, it is necessary to highlight a growth of transport tariffs due to increase in capital and operational costs of ship owners, increase in cost of the goods transported by sea, connected with direct competition restrictions, and uneven development of shipping industry in the different countries. 
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